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Cirrus Logic power amplifiers, featuring the technology of Apex Precision Power®, simplify 

the circuit design process. The PA98 swings up to ±215V dual supply with speed as high as 

1,000 V/μs in a space-saving PowerSIP packaging to drive piezo electronics  positioning ele-

ments. The PA85 mirrors the PA98 in performance, but provides a hermetically sealed metal 

package for applications that demand ruggedness.

· High voltage supply ±215 V dual supply, ±440 V single supply

· High speed rail-to-rail 1,000 V/μs 

· High current output 200 mA continuous

· PowerSIP or hermetic packaging option

The superior quality and reliability of these off-the-shelf solutions can eliminate design cycle 

headaches and speed your time to market.

THE PA98, PA85 HIGH VOLTAGE, HIGH SPEED POWER AMPLIFIERS 
DRIVE PIEZO ELECTRONICS

When you  
need simple.

Off-the-Shelf.
Why complicate your design needlessly?

Choose a proven, highly reliable,  
single-package solution that is  
guaranteed to cut your time to market.

LEARN MORE AT:  

www.cirrus.com
© 2010 Cirrus Logic, Inc. All rights reserved. Cirrus Logic, Cirrus, the Cirrus Logic logo designs, Apex Precision Power, Apex and the Apex Precision Power logo 
designs are trademarks of Cirrus Logic, Inc. All other brands and product names may be trademarks or service marks of their respective owners.   EDN11182010

AAAAAAAPPPPPPPEEEEEEEXXXXXXX VVVVVVV1111115555555DDDDDDDAAAAAAATTTTTTTAAAAAAA BBBBBBBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOKKKKKKKrequest a copy at
www.cirrus.com/85edn
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Let your vision 
take shape.

Windows® 7 Professional operating system makes the things you do every 
day faster and easier. With fewer clicks, faster searching, easier browsing and 
simpler ways to connect, there’s less between you and what you want to do.

Dell Precision™ workstations deliver the performance and graphics 
needed to run demanding applications with ease. Now your team can 
use data-rich modeling to evaluate new design options, predict building 
performance and communicate more productively.

®

™

Find your ideal confi guration online. Go to dell.com/smb/vision
or call your sales rep at 1-877-952-3355

Unleash your creativity and imagine the possibilities. Then watch as they become 
reality with the power of Dell Precision™ workstations and Autodesk® BIM software.

Get Equipped

Image provided by Autodesk and created with Autodesk 
Revit software for building information modeling (BIM).

Windows®.  Life without Walls™.  Dell recommends Windows 7.
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Hacking the brain: 
Brain-to-computer- 
interface hardware 
moves from the realm 
of research

30 
Advances in both hard-
ware and software are 
making an accurate 

and economical brain-to-computer 
interface feasible.

by Margery Conner, 
Technical Editor

Selecting the 
best battery for 
embedded-system 
applications

36 As systems and their cor-
responding power-man-

agement strategies become more 
sophisticated, so, too, does the 
task of selecting a battery that 
suits both static and dynamic 
requirements. Appropriate battery 
selection involves chemistry, 
temperature, peak demand, ener-
gy transfer, and environmental 
concerns.

by Keith Odland,
Silicon Laboratories Inc
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power and cost for low-density 
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Compensate for wiring 
losses with remote 
sensing

24 By multiplexing a small ac 
signal on the power wires, 

you can infer wiring losses. 
by Jim Williams, Jesus Rosales, 
Kurk Mathews, and Tom Hack,

Linear Technology Corp

40 CMOS circuit latches relays

42 Power USB devices from a vehicle
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45 Use LEDs as photodiodes
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Achieving higher utilization in metro 

packet-optical transport networks

A practical alternative to traditional circuit-based 

WDM provides an efficient fabric for metro and 

campus backbones where fiber is scarce and 

bandwidth demands continue to increase.

➔www.edn.com/101118toca

FEED YOUR NEED

EDN’s technical editors highlight notable new 

products, including analog and digital ICs, 

power components, sensors, passives, and 

boards. Contact the appropriate editor to 

submit products for consideration.

➔www.edn.com/101118tocb

Check out this Web-exclusive article:
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Wanted Now!
We’re accepting nomi-

nations for EDN’s 21st 

annual Innovation 

Awards, which will take 

place in May 2011.

Don’t miss this opportunity 

for your company’s 

and colleagues’ 

accomplishments to be 

recognized. The official call 

for nominations, including 

step-by-step instructions, 

is posted here: 

www.edn.com/innovation21

Benchmark 
MOSFETs

Standard Gate Drive

Part Number V ID

RDS(on)

@10 V
QG

IRFH5004TRPBF 40 V 100 A 2.6 mΩ 73 nC

IRFH5006TRPBF 60 V 100 A 4.1 mΩ 67 nC

IRFH5007TRPBF 75 V 100 A 5.9 mΩ 65 nC

IRFH5010TRPBF 100 V 100 A 9.0 mΩ 65 nC

IRFH5015TRPBF 150 V 56 A 31 mΩ 33 nC

IRFH5020TRPBF 200 V 41 A 59 mΩ 36 nC

IRFH5025TRPBF 250 V 32 A 100 mΩ 37 nC

 THE POWER MANAGEMENT LEADER 

Features
• Low thermal resistance to PCB 

• High Current Package – 
 up to 100A continuous

• Industry-standard pinout 

Logic Level Gate Drive also Available

For more information call
1.800.981.8699 or visit

www.irf.com

Your FIRST CHOICE

for Performance

nnndadadaadadarrdrddrrd GGGGatatatataatata eeeeeeee DDrDrDDrDrivivivivveee

40 V – 250 V MOSFETs 
in High Current 
PQFN Package
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BY RICK NELSON, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Friedman goes on to quote SRI Inter-
national Chief Executive Officer Cur-
tis Carlson: “In a world where so many 
people now have access to education 
and cheap tools of innovation, innova-
tion that happens from the bottom up 
tends to be chaotic but smart. Innova-
tion that happens from the top down 
tends to be orderly but dumb.”

Friedman is commenting in the con-
text of the prospects for bottom-up in-
novation in China given the govern-
ment’s propensity to regulate or pro-
hibit social networks. But skepticism 
about social networking could hinder 
bottom-up innovation in the 
United States, as well. In 
an interview with EDN 
Managing Editor for 

News Suzanne Deffree (Reference 2), 
Deirdre Walsh, social-media and com-
munity manager at National Instru-
ments, said she is frequently asked, 
“Why should I care about Twitter?” or 
“Is Facebook really for business?”

Indeed it is, Walsh says, citing five 
reasons you should use social net-
works: get help with support and tech-
nical problems, advance your career, be 
heard—that is, tell your vendors what 
you want and need⎯stay connected 
with peers, and become famous.

Walsh elaborates on that third point—
be heard: “LabView 2010 has 14 new fea-

tures … that were directly commu-
nity-driven innovations. Using 

social media, you can actual-
ly change the future direction 

A
re social networks a key to innovation? Thomas Friedman 
thinks so. Writing in The New York Times (Reference 1), 
he says, “Today’s knowledge industries are all being built 
on social networks that enable open collaboration, the free 
sharing of ideas, and the formation of productive relation-
ships—both within companies and around the globe. The 

logic is that all of us are smarter than one of us, and the unique feature of 
today’s flat world is that you can actually tap the brains and skills of all of 
us, or at least more people in more places. Companies and countries that 
enable that [capability] will thrive more than those that don’t.”

Social networks and innovation

of the product.” And, like Carlson of SRI 
International, she suggests that in social 
networks innovation—or at least prob-
lem-solving—happens from the bottom 
up: “On our NI discussion forum commu-
nity, engineers answer 50% of all support 
questions asked by other engineers. It’s 
not NI coming in to solve their problems; 
it’s a peer-to-peer support network.”

Other companies are also taking ad-
vantage of social networking. Jeff Ham-
ilton, director of marketing at Newark 
Electronics and element14, applies so-
cial networking to his distribution busi-
ness, commenting that the element14 
Web site, aimed in part at low-volume 
purchasers that don’t command the at-
tention of traditional distribution com-
panies, provides a community as well 
as commerce. In addition to providing 
the ability to make purchases, he says, 
element14 facilitates communications 
among community members through 
blogs and other formats while provid-
ing access to industry experts.

Walsh of NI notes a paradox in en-
gineers’ attitudes to social networking: 
“People have a stereotype that engi-
neers aren’t social, but I find that, when 
you give them opportunities to share 
content and have the conversations 
that they care about, they are some of 
the best community participants out 
there. Engineers are the ones who cre-
ated all of these technologies that they 
now cringe at. They need to better em-
brace them and realize there are a lot of 
opportunities for them to be successful 
in their career in using them.”

Walsh says she presents her fifth 
reason for using social networking—
fame—at least partly in jest. Maybe 
fame isn’t your goal, but you ignore the 
other four reasons at your peril.EDN

REFERENCES
1 Friedman, Thomas L, “Going Long 

Liberty in China,” The New York Times, 

Oct 16, 2010, http://nyti.ms/d3P6gr.
2 Deffree, Suzanne, “Deirdre Walsh: 

success with social media,” EDN, Sept 

23, 2010, pg 16, http://bit.ly/b3E032.

Contact me at richard.nelson@cancom.com.
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>> Get to market faster with prototyping tools at ni.com/succeed 888 279 9833

 ©2010 National Instruments. All rights reserved. CompactRIO, LabVIEW, National Instruments, NI, and ni.com are trademarks of National Instruments. 
Other product and company names listed are trademarks or trade names of their respective companies.  2408

Fail Faster.
Succeed Sooner.

Prototype Your Ideas Faster with NI Graphical System Design.
Through the large number of prototypes he created to get the first working 

light bulb, Thomas Edison taught engineers and scientists that building a 

functional prototype is fundamental in bringing ideas to life. NI LabVIEW 

graphical programming tools and NI customizable off-the-shelf hardware 

can transform an idea into a functional prototype in weeks, versus months, 

and lower the risk of your next project.

PRODUCT PLATFORM

NI LabVIEW

NI CompactRIO

NI Single-Board RIO

NI C Series I/O Modules
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CHANGING THE STANDARDS

CST of America®, Inc. | To request literature (508) 665 4400 | www.cst.com

 Y Get equipped with leading edge 
EM technology. CST’s tools enable you 
to characterize, design and optimize 
electromagnetic devices all before going into 
the lab or measurement chamber. This can 
help save substantial costs especially for new or 
cutting edge products, and also reduce design 
risk and improve overall performance and 
profitability.

Involved in signal or power integrity analysis? You 
can read about how CST technology was used to 
simulate and optimize a digital multilayer PCB’s 
performance at www.cst.com/pcb.  If you’re 
more interested in EMC/EMI, we’ve a wide 
range of worked application examples live on 
our website at www.cst.com/emc.   

The force is with you
Use the power of CST STUDIO SUITE, 

the No 1 technology for electromagnetic simulation.
Now even more choice for SI/PI simulation. 
The extensive range of tools integrated 
in CST STUDIO SUITE enables numerous 
applications to be analyzed without leaving the 
familiar CST design environment. This complete 
technology approach enables unprecedented 
simulation reliability and additional security 
through cross verification.

 Y Grab the latest in simulation technology. 
Choose the accuracy and speed offered by 
CST STUDIO SUITE.

Crosstalk analysis www.cst.com/pcb
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INNOVATIONS & INNOVATORS

EDITED BY FRAN GRANVILLE

TALKBACK
“I saved most of 
my father-in-law’s 
large collection 
of valves/tubes 
for posterity or 
good use. … There 
is something of 
beauty about 
these devices 
that a lump of 
black plastic can 
never match.”
—Engineer Tony Gore, 

in EDN’s Talkback section, 

at http://bit.ly/aAokFX. 

Add your comments.

Lattice MachXO2 family reduces 
power and cost for 
low-density PLD designs

L
attice Semiconductor’s new MachXO2 

line of low-density PLDs (programma-

ble-logic devices), offers three times 

the logic density and 100 times lower static-

power dissipation than the previous-genera-

tion MachXO family. A combination of layout-

optimization techniques and manufacturing 

in a low-power, 65-nm embedded-fl ash pro-

cess provides cost savings in small-footprint, 

0.8-mm BGA packages. An asymmetrical-

banking scheme with triple-staggered I/O 

pads maximizes the number of usable inputs 

and outputs.

The family comes in a range of confi gura-

tions, from the XO2-256, with as many as 256 

look-up tables, to the XO2-7000, which has 

a maximum of 6864 look-up tables. All mem-

bers of the XO2 line integrate hardened I2C 

(inter-integrated-circuit), SPI (serial-peripheral-

interface), and timer/counter blocks. The line 

also has options for power performance. The 

ZE option targets low power, with as much as 

60-MHz system performance from a 1.2V sup-

ply. The HC option achieves higher perform-

ance with a choice of 2.5 or 3.3V, boosting 

system performance to 150 MHz. All varia-

tions integrate an on-chip voltage regulator for 

1.2V internal operation. The HE option, which 

will be available in the XO-2000, -4000, and 

-7000 confi gurations, offers 2000, 4000, and 

7000-look-up tables, respectively. The option 

offers a combination of 2- to 5-mW power and 

150-MHz operation from a 1.2V supply.

The company is shipping alpha samples 

of the MachXO2-1200, which integrates 64 

kbytes of embedded RAM, 64 kbytes of user 

fl ash memory, and an embedded PLL (phase-

locked loop). Production quantities should 

become available in March 2011. Other mem-

bers of the XO2 family will become available 

for sampling in the second and third quarters 

of next year. Prices for the MachXO2 range 

from 75 cents for the LCMXO2-256ZE/HC 

TQFP100 to $2 (500,000) for the LCMXO2-

1200ZE/HC TQFP100.

To get designers up and running quickly, 

Lattice offers free PLD-design tools and a vari-

ety of free reference designs. Engineers have 

a choice of designing MachXO2 devices by 

using the Lattice Diamond Version 1.1 software 

or ispLever Version 8.1 SP1 starter software, 

both of which you can download free from the 

Lattice Web site. Two design kits are also avail-

able. The $38 Pico development kit offers a 

low-cost, battery-operated evaluation platform, 

and the $149 Control development kit targets 

system designs.—by Mike Demler 

▷Lattice Semiconductor, 

www.latticesemi.com.

The MachXO2 line of low-

density PLDs offers three 

times the logic density and 

100 times lower static-

power dissipation than 

the previous-generation 

MachXO family.
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DILBERT By Scott Adams 

Texas Instruments’ 
latest ARM-based Sitara 
embedded processors and 
Integra ARM-plus-DSP 
multicore hybrid devices 
feature a lithography 
reduction to 40 nm. Both 
the AM3892 and the 
AM3894 Sitara SOCs 
(systems on chips) 
support as many as two 
tethered displays at 
output resolutions as 
detailed as 1920×1280 
pixels. The AM3894 also 
embeds an Imagination 
Technologies (www.
imaginationtechnologies.
com) SGX530 GPU 
(graphics-processing-unit) 
core operating as fast as 
333 MHz to accelerate 3-D 
graphics. The AM3894 
sells for $43.10 (1000). TI 
has not announced the 
price of the AM3892.

TI’s new Integra 
processors embed a 
TMS320C674x floating- 
and fixed-point DSP core 
operating as fast as 1.5 
GHz alongside the ARM 
system-processor core. 
The remainder of the 
peripheral mix matches 
that of the devices’ 
pin-compatible Sitara 
siblings. The C6A8167 
SOC is a basic $46 (1000) 
version without a GPU, 
and the C6A8168, a 
GPU-inclusive version, 
sells for $49 (1000). A 
DDR2 version of the 
evaluation module is now 
available for $1895. For 
more, go to http://bit.ly/
cKVtDR.—by Brian Dipert

▸Texas Instruments, 
www.ti.com.

1
1
.1

8
.1

0EMBEDDED 
PROCESSORS 
EMPLOY 40-nm 
LITHOGRAPHY

Ultrasound-development kit simplifies 
software and system design

S
amplify Systems Inc has 

given a boost to medi-

cal-electronics-domain 

experts with the introduction 

of the SMK9130 ultrasound-

beam-forming-development 

kit. The company based the 

kit on the Samplify AutoFocus 

beam-forming technology. The 

SMK9130 hardware-develop-

ment tool targets use in ultra-

sound front ends from probe 

connectors to PCIe (Peripheral 

Component Interconnect 

Express) connectors. 

SMK9130’s AutoFocus cal-

culation engine automatically 

refocuses a receiver to cap-

ture refl ections at different scan 

depths. It alleviates the real-

time requirement of calculat-

ing and downloading the delay 

and weighting coeffi cients in 

a back-end computer, thus 

simplifying software and sys-

tem design. Programmable 

tables drive transducer geom-

etry defi nitions and scan-line 

parameters, further removing 

the real-time nature of back-

end computer updates. The 

silicon implementation uses up 

to 90% less power than does 

an FPGA.

Samplify’s SMK9130 allows 

ultrasound OEMs to start 

deve lop ing 

their image-

process ing 

a l go r i t hms 

with known-

good hard-

ware before 

the availabil-

ity of their 

p roduct ion 

systems to 

reduce soft-

ware-devel-

opment and 

system-inte-

gration time.

“The ultra-

sound market continues to 

fragment into many specialty 

applications outside traditional 

radiology and obstetrics/gyne-

cology,” says Allan Evans, 

vice president of marketing for 

Samplify. “Samplify is enabling 

ultrasound manufacturers to 

focus their R&D resources on 

their core image-processing 

algorithms without designing 

hardware.”

The 64-channel SMK9130 

includes one 32-channel 

SMM9132 analog-front-end-

receiver module and one 

32-channel SMM9133 ana-

log-front-end-receiver mod-

ule for full continuous-wave-

Doppler capability. AutoFocus 

and QuadBeam phased-

array processing combine the 

received signals from each 

channel to provide four scan-

line outputs per transmission. 

Trilevel pulsers and a trans-

mitter beam former support 

transmission for all black-and-

white and color modes. The 

platform also includes a con-

tinuously variable power sup-

ply for the high-voltage path 

and supports postprocessing 

with an interface to a PC host 

through USB (Universal Serial 

Bus ) 2.0 or four-lane PCIe 1.1. 

A Windows software driver 

controls all the hardware and an 

image-processing stack. The 

software is forward-compatible 

with future ASIC and module 

products from the company. 

The SMK9130 will be avail-

able in the fi rst quarter of 2011 

for $60,000; additional pricing 

options support volumes for 

clinical trials and production.

—by Rick Nelson

▷Samplify, www.samplify.

com/ultrasound.

The SMK9130 hardware-development tool targets 

use in ultrasound front ends from probe connec-

tors to PCIe connectors. 
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Why is the European Union 

reworking this directive? 

A
It’s ROHS law that it 

had to be reworked 

after four years. The initial rec-

ommendations came in 

December 2008, and, since 

then, it’s been discussed at 

some length. The kind of pro-

posed scope has changed 

many times in the last year. 

Taking place behind the 

scenes are meetings with the 

European Commission, the 

European Parliament, and the 

European Council of Ministers, 

who have to agree on a fi nal 

draft. The intention is to reach 

an agreement so that the pro-

posal can get a “fi rst-reading 

approval.” If we can get the 

fi rst-reading approval, then the 

implementation of the new 

ROHS directive could be as 

early as 2013. 

It’s possible that they won’t 

reach agreement, and discus-

sions will go on into 2011. 

What are the main points 

of the ROHS recast? 

A
The changes to the 

scope are signifi cant. 

One of the proposals is that 

there will be a Category 11; 

there are now 10 categories, 

although categories 8 and 9 

[medical and monitoring-and-

control instruments, respec-

tively] are yet to be imple-

mented in the original ROHS. 

Category 11 would be defi ned 

as all electrical and electronic 

equipment, unless specifi cally 

excluded. Not all member 

states agree—certainly, the 

United Kingdom is one that 

does not agree—because 

they feel that this [step] should 

not go ahead without a full risk 

assessment. This [develop-

ment] will happen whether 

they like it or not, so the 

United Kingdom, for example, 

is now lobbying for more 

exclusions. ROHS will become 

an open-scope directive, 

including all equipment unless 

otherwise excluded. 

The next key thing is the 

number of excluded sub-

stances. The proposal that 

was on the table [in October] 

was that there would be two 

more substances [nanosil-

ver and carbon nanotubes] 

restricted on top of the origi-

nal six in the ROHS directive. 

Then there’s a further list of 

37 substances that will be 

proposed for priority assess-

ment with a ban possibility. 

Many of these substances 

would be the substances of 

very high concern, currently 

that REACH [registration, 

evaluation, authorization, and 

restriction of chemical sub-

stances directive] regulates. 

… The other proposal is one 

restricted substance [nanosil-

ver] and to drop the list of 37 

substances. 

Member states are look-

ing for exclusions in the usual 

areas: military and national 

security, large-scale industrial 

tools, and transportation—

those kinds of things. There 

will be a considerable number 

of exclusions from this open 

scope. 

Some industry and trade 

organizations are petition-

ing for ROHS to become a 

more REACH-like directive. 

Do you see that scenario’s 

happening?

A
As an overview, the 

ROHS directive bans 

substances based on haz-

ards. If a substance is hazard-

ous and there are alternatives, 

then it can be banned. 

REACH restrictions are intro-

duced only if risk to human 

health or the environment can 

be proven after complete risk 

assessment. There is a move-

ment to move the ROHS pro-

cess toward the REACH 

approach to adopting restric-

tions. That [movement] is not 

part of the vote, but I do think 

that [change] will happen. … 

What it probably will mean is 

that substances may get 

restricted much quicker, and 

that [change] is going to have 

a big impact on the designer. 

We’ve already seen REACH 

with 38 substances of very 

high concern, whereas ROHS 

has had six substances since 

July 2006. 

Will ROHS at some point 

become a CE (Conformité 

Européenne)-mark directive?

A
ROHS will become a 

CE-mark directive, 

which means that for every 

piece of equipment that has a 

CE mark there will have to be 

an awful lot more information 

provided to the user than 

what is today. There will have 

to be technical documents 

and declarations of conformity 

that will have to be kept on fi le 

for 10 years. 

ROHS is well-known, but 

what other key legislation 

should designers be aware 

of?

A
At the minute, ROHS 

recast is dominating the 

space. The other one would 

be REACH, of course. 

REACH is bringing the indus-

try to its knees in Europe 

because of the information 

and safety-data requirements. 

The one around the corner 

that, if it fi nally takes off, will 

take over is China ROHS, but 

that [initiative] is still dragging 

a bit. Beyond that is India 

ROHS, but that is in the very 

early stages. Things such as 

the energy-effi cient directives 

are still moving along at a 

steady pace; the battery 

directive is in; the waste direc-

tives are moving incredibly 

slow, so the WEEE [waste-

electrical-and-electronic-

equipment] recast won’t be 

done at the same time as the 

ROHS recast. There are lots 

of little bits coming through. I 

don’t think there are going to 

be many biggies in the near 

future. I now spend more than 

half my time fi refi ghting these 

small, local bits of legislation. 

There’s a lot going on.

—interview conducted and 

edited by Suzanne Deffree

G
ary Nevison, legislation expert for element14 (www.

element-14.com), the design-information portal of dis-

tributor Premier Farnell and its US arm, Newark, dis-

cusses the “ROHS recast.” He explains the review and rework-

ing of the EU (European Union) ROHS (restriction-of-hazard-

ous-substances) environmental-compliance directive that is 

currently under way and that will affect electronics designed 

for sale in the European Union. For more of this interview, see 

www.edn.com/101118pa.

Reaching for ROHS recast
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Strange stories from the call logs of Analog Devices
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To Learn More About 
High-Speed Layout 

http://dn.hotims.com/27761-101

Q. What are some impor-
tant PCB layout rules when 
using a high-speed  
converter?

A. To ensure that the design 
meets datasheet specifications, 
you should follow a few guide-
lines. First, an age old question: 
“Should the AGND and DGND 
ground planes be split?” The short 
answer is: it depends. 

The long answer is: not usually. Why? In 
most situations a split ground plane can 
cause more harm than good, as splitting 
the ground plane only serves to increase 
the inductance for the return current. 
Remember the equation V = L(di/dt)? As 
the inductance increases, so does the 
voltage noise. As the switching current 
increases—and it will as converter sam-
pling rates increase—the voltage noise will 
also increase. Therefore, keep the grounds 
connected unless you have a reason to 
split them. 

One example is when a form factor restric-
tion prohibits good layout partitioning. 
This could be because the dirty bus sup-
plies or digital circuits must be located 
in certain areas to conform with legacy 
designs. In that case, splitting the ground 
plane may make the difference in achiev-
ing good performance. However, to make 
the overall design work, a bridge or tie 
point is required to connect the grounds 
together somewhere on the board. With 
that being the case, spread the tie points 
evenly across the ground plane split. One 
tie point on the PCB often ends up being 
the optimum place for the return current 
to pass without reducing performance. 
This tie point is usually near or under the 
converter.

Considerations on High-Speed Converter 
PCB Design, Part 1: Power and  
Ground Planes.

When designing the power planes, use 
all of the copper available for these des-
ignated layers. If possible, don’t share 
traces on the same layers, as additional 
traces and vias can quickly compromise 
the power plane by breaking it into smaller 
pieces. The resultant sparse plane can 
squeeze current paths down where they 
are needed most: at the converter’s supply 
pins. Squeezing currents between vias and 
traces increases resistance and can cause 
slight drops in voltage at the converter’s 
supply pins. 

Finally, placement of power planes is crit-
ical—don’t overlay the noisy digital plane 
over the analog plane, as they can still 
couple even if they are on different layers. 
To reduce the risk of degrading system 
performance, keep these types of planes 
separated and non-overlapping through-
out each layer in the design if possible. 

Stay tuned for Part 2, where power deliv-
ery and decoupling high-speed converters 
will be discussed.
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BY BONNIE BAKER

B A K E R ’ S  B E S T

Some design issues of concern with 
high-resolution converters are voltage-ref-
erence noise, stability, and the reference 
circuit’s ability to drive the voltage-refer-
ence pin of your converter. The passive 
filter comprising R1, C2, and C3 dramati-
cally reduces the voltage-reference noise. 
The corner frequency of this lowpass fil-
ter is 1.59 Hz. This filter reduces both 
broadband and extremely low-frequency 
noise. The additional RC filter brings the 
noise level under control enough for a 20-
bit ADC. This situation is encouraging. 
However, if current is pulled through R1 
from the ADC’s reference pin, the volt-
age drop will corrupt the conversion by 
introducing a voltage drop with each bit 
decision (Reference 1).

The circuit diagram in Figure 1 has 
an operational amplifier to isolate the 
lowpass filter comprising R1, C2, and 

C3 and to provide adequate drive to the 
ADC’s reference pin. The input bias 
current of the OPA350 CMOS op amp 
is 10 pA at 25°C. This current com-
bines with R1’s resistance of 10 kΩ to 
generate a constant 100-nV dc drop. 
This level of voltage drop does not 
change a 23-bit ADC’s final bit deci-
sion. The input bias current of the op 
amp changes over temperature, but you 
can expect a maximum current that is 
no more than 10 nA at 125°C, gener-
ating a change of 100 μV over a 100°C 
temperature range. 

It is useful to put this voltage drop 
across R1 into perspective. This voltage 
drop adds to the errors of the voltage-
reference device. Suppose that the ini-
tial error of the voltage-reference cir-
cuit is ±0.05% with an error over tem-
perature of 3 ppm/°C. With a reference 

of 4.096V, the initial voltage-reference 
error is equal to 2.05 mV at room tem-
perature plus 1.23 mV at 125°C. In the 
circuit in Figure 1, the voltage-ref-
erence device dominates over the op 
amp’s offset and input bias-current er-
rors. An ADC that connects to the cir-
cuit in Figure 1 sees the summation of 
the errors from the voltage reference, 
R1, and OPA350 as a gain error. 

The op amp drives a 10-μF capacitor, 
C4, and the ADC’s voltage-reference 
input pin. The charge residing on C4 
provides the needed charge during the 
ADC’s conversion. During the ADC’s 
acquisition and conversion, the size of 
C4 provides a stiff voltage reference for 
the ADC’s reference pin, which usual-
ly has an input capacitance of approxi-
mately 2 to 50 pF. 

You can compromise the amplifier’s 
stability because C4 and the op amp’s 
open-loop output resistance, RO, modi-
fy the amplifier’s open-loop-gain curve. 
Basically, a circuit with good stability 
is one in which the modified op amp’s 
open-loop-gain curve and the closed-
loop voltage-gain curve’s rate of clo-
sure is 20 dB (see Figure 2 in the Web 
version of this article at www.edn.
com/101118bb). In this stable circuit, 
the following equations calculate the 
frequency locations of the pole and 
zero:

The open-loop output resistance of 
the OPA350 is 50Ω, and the ESR 
(equivalent series resistance) of C4 is 2 
mΩ.EDN

REFERENCES
1 Baker, Bonnie, “Taking the mixed-

signal voltage reference to a higher 

level,” EDN, Sept 23, 2010, pg 18, 

http://bit.ly/9p9lnn.

H
igh-resolution mixed-signal devices present an interesting 
challenge as you try to find the right voltage-reference design. 
Although no universal approach exists for these voltage-ref-
erence designs, the circuit in Figure 1 presents an interesting 
approach for greater-than-15-bit converters.

Go for the gold with 
voltage-reference circuits

fP= 2× ×(RO RESR C4)×C4

1 318 Hz;

fZ= 2× ×RESR C4×C4

1 78 kHz.

BANDGAP
REFERENCE

VOLTAGE
REFERENCE

TRIM

REFOUT
RO

RO
R1

VIN

C4

AIN

VREFIN

DOUTADC

C1

OPA350
ESR

1 μF

C2
10 μF

C3
10 μF

10 μF

10k
10k

1k

+

–

+

–

Figure 1 Although no universal approach exists 

for these voltage-reference designs, this circuit 

presents an interesting approach for converters 

with greater than 15 bits of resolution.

Bonnie Baker is a senior applications engi-
neer at Texas Instruments. You can reach 
her at bonnie@ti.com.
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The transmitter and receiver, each measuring 

9×6×1.5 in., are identical except for back-

panel labels that identify them as “source” 

and “sink,” respectively. An external ac 

adapter with 12V and 1.7A maximum output 

specifications powers each of them.

T
he Wireless Gigabit Alliance’s 60-GHz-based high-definition 
wireless-video-transport scheme may be on the way, but SiBeam’s 
pioneering approach and multiple product generations are already 
on the scene (see “The quest for robust wireless high-def video 
connections,” EDN, Sept 23, 2010, pg 32, http://bit.ly/92oZnS). 

Peer inside a SiBeam-developed reference design to see how the company 
accomplishes this hefty bit-rate trick, complete with support for 3-D video 
presentations and for equipment control and networking augmentations.

Wireless high-definition video: 
silicon consolidation that’s maximal

+ wwGo to ww
for past 

n video: 

Take off the top covers of the transmitter’s and receiver’s 

enclosures, and you’ll find that a USB-interface PCB takes 

up most of the internal space. This debugging and control 

board mates with PC-side software, and production-system 

designs won’t need it. Such designs can be substantially 

smaller, less costly, and more power-thrifty as a result.

SiBeam’s SB9220 HRTX WirelessHD network processor 

sits on the transmitter module’s top side. The SB9210 HRTX 

RF transceiver is alongside it and underneath a ceramic 

microantenna-array lid. Corresponding ICs on the receiver 

module’s top side are the SB9221 HRRX WirelessHD net-

work processor and SB9211 HRRX RF transceiver. These 

latest-generation chip sets handle 1080p-resolution video at 

60-Hz frame rates, with color depth as high as 4:4:4. They 

also comprehend HDMI’s CEC feature, as well as WVAN. 

WVAN support provides the ability for a video source, such 

as a PC or a game console, to automatically be aware of 

(and for its user to subsequently select among) various avail-

able destination display devices and for a user (at a destina-

tion display) to select among available video sources.

Behind the units’ plastic front panels and underneath inter-

mediary metal shields that block all but the transmitting 

and receiving antenna arrays are 22×125×6-mm PCBs 

containing the core circuitry for each device. In this case, 

too, however, some of the silicon content is exclusive to the 

evaluation task and won’t appear in a production design. 

To wit, the top sides of both the transmitter and the receiver 

modules include Atmel AT91SAM256 microcontrollers to 

implement stand-alone operation. In an end-customer 

design, such as a Blu-ray player, a set-top box, a television, 

or an integrated home-theater setup, the system processor 

will typically manage the module, making the dedicated 

microcontroller unnecessary.

A California Micro Devices ESD-protection chip clamps transients 

originating from the HDMI connector on the receiver module. The 

transmitter implements ESD protection for its TMDS lines using 

discrete components. In this case, the HDMI connector mounts 

on the module back. SiBeam also makes evaluation modules for 

LVDS and LVCMOS video interfaces. Also visible on both modules’ 

backs are the power- and system-processor-control interfaces.

Sink Bottom 

Source Bottom 

Sink Top 

Source Top 
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mechatronics

FRESH IDEAS ON INTEGRATING 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, 
ELECTRONICS, CONTROL SYSTEMS, 
AND SOFTWARE IN DESIGN

T
he cam—an irregularly shaped member on a rotating 
shaft that transfers motion—has been around since Leon-
ardo da Vinci invented the cam hammer around 1497. 

Modern uses of the cam include the Nautilus exercise machine, 
which the late Arthur Jones invented around 1970. The ma-
chine uses a cam to modulate resistance. Until recently, the 
study of cam design and application was a foundation in me-
chanical-engineering curricula. Today, it seems that you can’t 
find its study anywhere.

In mechatronics design, integration is the key as complex-
ity moves from the mechanical domain to the electronic and 
computer-software domains. Cams are primary examples of that 
mechatronics principle as electronic cams gradually replace me-
chanical cams (Figure 1). Transfer implies that you first under-
stand the fundamental principles in the mechanical domain, 
however. Mechanical engineers are no longer learning cam fun-
damentals, and they were never part of an electrical engineer’s 
training, so motion systems today most often use crude motion 
trajectories that stress the machine and motor, produce unwant-
ed vibrations, and result in poor performance. 

Aderiano da Silva, an expert in motion control and automa-
tion-machine design for Rockwell Automation in Mequon, WI, 
believes that engineers don’t typically understand—and there-
fore neglect—trajectory planning and its real-time implementa-
tion. It typically becomes a crude afterthought. 

Trajectory planning is the computation of motion profiles 
for the actuation system of automatic machines—packaging 
machines, machine tools, assembly machines, and industrial 

robots, for example. Direct and in-
verse kinematic and dynamic models 
of the machine and its actuation sys-
tem are necessary. Engineers typically 
specify desired motion in the opera-
tional realm, whereas motion occurs 
in the actuation space; these realms 
often differ. You usually express the 
trajectory as a parametric function of 
the time, which provides at each in-
stant the corresponding desired po-
sition. Once you define the trajec-
tory, implementation issues include 
time discretization, saturation of the 
actuation system, and vibrations on 
the load.

In past decades, mechanical cams 
found wide use in transferring, coordi-
nating, and changing the type of mo-
tion from a master device to one or more slave systems. Elec-
tronic cams are replacing them, with the goal of obtaining more 
flexible machines, with improved performances, ease of repro-
gramming, and lower costs. Electronic cams directly obtain mo-
tion by means of simpler mechanisms with properly programmed 
and controlled electric actuators to generate the desired motion 
profiles, which also allows synchronization of actuators on a po-
sition or a time basis. 

Once you have defined the displacement and its duration, 
the choice of the manner of motion from the initial to the fi-
nal point has important implications with respect to the sizing 
of the actuators, the efforts on the structure, and the tracking 
error. Engineers must carefully consider the types of point-to-
point trajectories that a system can employ. They must perform 
both time- and frequency-domain analyses on the complete 
system—that is, actuator, mechanism, and load, along with the 
motion profile—to achieve optimal performance. Input shaping 
and feedforward control are among the techniques engineers use 
to improve tracking performance.

A key reference is Trajectory Planning for Automatic Machines 
and Robots by Luigi Biagiotti and Claudio Melchiorri. Knowl-
edge from the past combines with new technologies, resulting in 
innovation. Engineers must never forget this fact.EDN

Kevin C Craig, PhD, 

is the Robert C Greenheck 

chair in engineering 

design and a professor of 

mechanical engineering, 

College of Engineering, 

Marquette University.

For more mechatronics 

news, visit mechatronics

zone.com.

Trajectory planning 
with electronic cams
Is the mechanical engineer or the electrical engineer most responsible for understanding motion?

Figure 1 Electronic cams use simpler mechanisms with electric 

actuators, properly programmed and controlled to generate the 

desired motion profiles.
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BY MULTIPLEXING A SMALL 
AC SIGNAL ON THE POWER 
WIRES, YOU CAN INFER 
WIRING LOSSES.

BY JIM WILLIAMS, JESUS ROSALES, KURK MATHEWS, AND TOM HACK • LINEAR TECHNOLOGY CORP

“VIRTUAL” REMOTE SENSING
You can eliminate the sense loads 

and still retain the advantages of clas-

sic four-wire remote sensing (Figure 
4). In this case, a Linear Technology 
(www.linear.com) VRS (Virtual Re-

mote Sense) IC alternates output cur-
rent between 95 and 105% of the nom-
inal required output current (Refer-
ence 1). The IC forces the power sup-
ply to provide a dc current plus a small 
square-wave current with peak-to-peak 
amplitude equal to 10% of the dc cur-
rent. Typical systems generally require 
decoupling capacitor CLOAD for low im-
pedance under transient conditions. In 
this case, it takes on an additional role 
by filtering out the VRS square-wave 
excursions. 

W
ires and connectors have resistance. 
This simple, unavoidable truth dic-
tates that a power source’s remote load 
voltage is less than the source’s output 
voltage (Figure 1). You could main-
tain the intended load voltage by rais-
ing the regulator output. Unfortunate-
ly, line resistance and load variations 

introduce uncertainties, thus limiting the correction accuracy. You 
could add a locally positioned regulator, but this approach is inef-
ficient due to regulator losses (Figure 2). A classic approach uses 
“four-wire” remote sensing to eliminate line-drop effects (Figure 
3). In this case, load-referred sense wires feed the power supply’s 
sense inputs. The sense inputs’ high impedance negates the sense-
line-resistance effects. This scheme works well but requires dedi-
cated sense wires, a significant disadvantage in many applications. 

COMPENSATE 
FOR WIRING LOSSES 
WITH REMOTE SENSING

POWER
SUPPLY

WIRING DROPS

WIRING DROPS

LOAD

Figure 1 Wiring resistance causes output 
voltage to drop at the load.
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You size CLOAD to produce an ac short 
at the square-wave frequency. Thus, 
VOUTAC, the square-wave voltage at the 
power supply, is equal to 0.1×IDC×RW 
p-p, where IDC is the square-wave cur-
rent and RW is the wire’s resistance. 
Thus, the square-wave voltage at the 
power supply has a peak-to-peak am-
plitude equal to one-tenth the dc wir-
ing drop. This figure represents a direct 
measurement—not an estimate—of 
wiring drop and is accurate over all load 
currents. The IC provides signal pro-
cessing that produces a dc voltage from 
this ac signal. The IC introduces it into 
the power-supply feedback loop to pro-
vide accurate load regulation (see side-
bar “A primer on VRS operation”). 

The power supply can be a linear or 
switching regulator, a module, or any 
other power source capable of vari-
able output. You can also synchronize 
the power supply to the sense IC’s op-
erating frequency, which is adjustable 
over three decades. The sense IC has 
optional spread-spectrum operation to 
improve EMI (electromagnetic inter-
ference). The IC’s 3 to 50V input range 
allows you to use it in many designs.

This technique employs an esti-
mate—not a direct measurement—of 
load voltage, so the resultant correc-
tion is only an approximation—but a 
good one (Figure 5). In this example, 
load current increases from 0A until 
it produces a 2.5V wiring drop. Load 

voltage drops only 73 mV at maxi-
mum current. A voltage drop equiva-
lent to 50% of load voltage results in 
only a 1.5% shift in load-voltage value. 
Smaller wiring drops produce even bet-
ter results. 

LINEAR REGULATORS
You can use VRS 

with a linear regu-
lator. The IC sens-
es current through 
a 0.2Ω shunt re-
sistor (Figure 6). 
Feedback controls 
Q1 with Q2, com-
pleting a control 
loop. You design 
Q2 in cascode to 

the IC’s open-drain output to control a 
high voltage at Q1’s gate. Components at 
the IC’s compensation pin furnish loop 
stability and provide good transient re-
sponse. The design shows good response 
to load-step waveforms (Figure 7). Loop 
compensation, load capacitance, and the 
remote-sense IC’s sampling rate deter-
mine the transient response (Figure 8). 

You can also apply this technique to 
a monolithic regulator (see related fig-
ure in the Web version of this article 
at www.edn.com/101118df). This ap-
proach allows you to add current limit-
ing and simplifies the loop compensa-
tion. The transient response is similar 
to that of the circuit in Figure 6. As 
before, the sense IC’s low-voltage drain 
pin requires you to place a transistor in 
cascode to control the high voltage at 
the regulator’s set pin. 

SWITCHING REGULATORS
You can also design VRS into 

switching regulators. A flyback volt-

AT A GLANCE 

↘ Wiring losses reduce the voltage 

at a load.

↘ You can add a local regulator 

to compensate for wiring loss, but 

efficiency suffers.

↘ By measuring the current of a 

small ac signal multiplexed on the 

output, an IC can correct for voltage 

drop without using sense wires.

↘ The technique is applicable to 

linear, switching, isolated, offline, 

and power-brick voltage regulators.

LOAD
POWER
SUPPLY

LOAD-
VOLTAGE

REGULATOR

Figure 2 A local regulator solves the problem but is expensive 

and inefficient.

LOADPOWER
SUPPLY

SENSE

VOUT

SENSE

VOUT

VOLTAGE DROP

VOLTAGE DROP

RWIRE

RWIRE

Figure 3 Sense wires can correct for the voltage drop but are 

complicated. Long sense wires may cause supply instability.
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WIRING VOLTAGE (V)

LOAD VOLTAGE (V)

Figure 5 The IC can provide for 1.5% regulation at the load 

despite a 2.5V drop in the wires.

ISENSE RWIRE

RWIRE
VOUT

CLOAD
VL

IL

/2

/2

NOTES: THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE EQUALS DC PLUS THE SQUARE 
WAVE FROM THE WIRING-VOLTAGE DROP. 
THE LOAD CAPACITANCE REMOVES THE SQUARE WAVE, SO 
THE LOAD VOLTAGE CONTAINS ONLY DC.
THE LOAD CURRENT EQUALS DC PLUS THE SQUARE WAVE.

LOADPOWER 
SUPPLY

CONTROL PIN

LT4180

Figure 4 A novel VRS IC compensates for the wiring-voltage 

drops. It multiplexes a small ac signal over the power wires so 

that it can calculate the wiring impedance.
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age-boost configuration has similar 
architecture to that of the linear ex-
amples, although the output voltage is 
higher than the input voltage (see re-
lated figure in the Web version of this 
article at www.edn.com/101118df). 
In this case, the sense IC’s open-drain 
output is directly compatible with the 
boost regulator’s low-voltage VC pin, 

so no cascode stage is necessary. 
You can also design VRS into switch-

ing step-down, or buck, regulators (see 
related figure in the Web version of 
this article at www.edn.com/101118df). 
As before, you can control the VC pin 
of the regulator directly from the sense 
IC’s open-drain output. You design a 
single-pole roll-off to stabilize the loop. 

The design maintains a 12V, 1.5A out-
put from a 22 to 36V input despite a 0 
to 2.5Ω wiring-drop loss. 

ISOLATED SUPPLIES
You can adapt the VRS approach to 

isolated output supplies (see related fig-
ure in the Web version of this article 
at www.edn.com/101118df). You use an 
approach similar to that in the previ-
ous examples to supply a fully isolated 
24V output. The VRS feature accom-
modates a 10Ω wire resistance. The fly-
back-regulator IC and T1 form a trans-
former-coupled power stage. You use 
optocoupled feedback to maintain out-
put isolation. 

You can design step-down isolated 
converters that incorporate remote vir-
tual sensing (see related figure in the 
Web version of this article at www.edn.
com/101118df). This 48V input to the 

3.3V, 3A output has a fully isolated out-
put. The regulator IC drives T1 through 
Q1. T1’s rectified and filtered second-
ary supplies output power, which the 
remote-sense IC corrects for line drops. 
You maintain isolation by transmitting 
the feedback signal with an optoisola-
tor. The optoisolator’s output collector 
ties back to the regulator IC’s VC pin, 
closing the control loop. 

You can also add VRS to a brick or 
half-brick isolated input module (Fig-
ure 9). You don’t use the module’s 
sense terminals. Instead, you intro-
duce the sense IC’s wiring-drop cor-
rection at the module’s trim pin. The 
power-brick-module trim pin’s tran-
sient response defines the available 
control bandwidth (Figure 10a). The 
trim pin’s dynamics dictate your ex-
pectation for the loop response of this 
module (Figure 10b). The load-step 
response is less than 40 msec with this 
Vicor module. The module’s trim-pin 
dynamics limit the clean and well-
controlled response envelope. Turn-on 
dynamics into a 2.5A load are equally 

VRS IS ADAPTABLE TO 
ISOLATED OUTPUT SUP-
PLIES AND ACCOM-
MODATES A 10Ω WIRE 
RESISTANCE.
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Figure 6 The VRS IC can work with linear voltage regulators.
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Figure 7 The voltage at the load (center trace) recovers from a 

load step (bottom trace) on the circuit of Figure 6. The sense-pin 

waveform shows the small ac excitation voltage (top trace).
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Figure 8 Increasing the load capacitance from 100 to 1000 mF 

improves transient response.
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well-behaved (Figure 11). The sense 
IC’s operation arrests the initial abrupt 
rise at the third vertical division (Fig-
ure 12). The sense IC controls the 
output ascent’s conclusion to the regu-

lation point in a damped fashion. You 
can barely discern the sense IC’s sam-
pling square wave in the output wave-
form’s settled portion. 

You can also apply VRS to offline 

power supplies (see related figure in the 
Web version of this article at www.edn.
com/101118df). A typical VRS-aided 
offline isolated output supply has a 5V 
output with 2A capacity. The schemat-

Voltage drops in wiring can produce considerable load- 
regulation errors in electrical systems (Figure A). As 
load current, IL, increases, voltage drop in the wiring 
increases, and the load voltage decreases. The tradi-
tional approach to solving this problem, remote sensing, 
regulates the voltage at the load, increasing the power-
supply voltage, VOUT, to compensate for voltage drops 
in the wiring. Although remote sensing works well, it 
requires an additional pair of wires to measure at the 
load, which can sometimes be impractical.

The LT4180 eliminates the need for a pair of remote-
sense wires by creating VRS (virtual remote sensing). 
The IC achieves VRS by measuring the incremental 
change in voltage that occurs with an incremental 
change in current in the wiring (Figure B). You can use 
this measurement to infer the total dc voltage drop in 
the wiring, which you can then compensate for. The VRS 
IC takes over control of the power supply through its 
feedback pin, VFB, maintaining tight regulation of load 
voltage VL. 

Figure C shows that a new cycle begins when the 
power supply and VRS close the loop around the supply 
voltage. Both the supply voltage and the supply current 
slew and settle to a new value, and the VRS stores these 
values. The device opens a new supply-voltage feedback 
loop and sets up a new feedback loop that commands 
the power supply to deliver 90% of the previously meas-
ured current (0.9A). The supply voltage drops to a new 
value as the power supply reaches a new steady state, 
and the VRS IC also stores this information. At this 
point, the device has measured and stored the change in 
the output voltage for a −10% change in output current. 
The next VRS cycle uses this voltage to compensate for 
voltage drops due to wiring resistance.

A PRIMER ON VRS OPERATION 

5V/DIV

0.5V/DIV
ON 0.5V DC

PULSE
GENERATOR

48V
RETURN

48V

24kIN4148

TRIM LOADVICOR
VI-230-EX

V

V

SEN

SEN

5 mSEC/DIV

Figure 10 The power-brick-module trim pin’s transient response defines the available control bandwidth (a). The trim pin’s dynamics 

dictate your expectation for the loop response of this module (b).
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Figure A A four-wire system compensates for voltage drop but 

is complex.
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Figure B A virtual-sense scheme can eliminate the need for 

sensing wires.
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Figure C Remote-sense timing employs a state-machine 

sequence.
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ic appears complex, 
but inspection reveals 
it to be an ac-line-
powered variant of 
an isolated approach. 
The sense IC pro-
vides remote sensing 
and closes an isolated 
feedback loop with 
optical transmission. 

LAMP CIRCUIT
You can also use a 

VRS IC to stabilize 
the drive to a halo-

gen lamp (see related figure in the 
Web version of this article at www.
edn.com/101118df). The circuit is a 
buck-boost SEPIC (single-ended pri-
mary-inductance converter, Reference 
2). This 12V, 30W automotive-lamp 
output remains constant despite a 9 
to 15V input-voltage variation along 
with any line resistance or connection 
uncertainties (see related figure in the 
Web version of this article at www.edn.
com/101118df). Additional benefits in-
clude a constant color output and an 

extended lamp life due to greatly re-
duced lamp turn-on current (see relat-
ed figure in the Web version of this ar-
ticle at www.edn.com/101118df). The 
regulator reduces inrush current to 7A, 
one-third of the unregulated value.EDN
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Figure 11 Applying a load step (top trace) to the circuit of 

Figure 9 yields a well-behaved voltage output (bottom trace).
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Figure 12 The sense IC also provides a 

slower turn-on as it begins working at the 

third vertical division.
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BY MARGERY CONNER • TECHNICAL EDITOR

The brain is a 3-lb bag of fluids and 
neurons that communicate by firing off 
tiny electrical pulses. There are sever-
al ways to track these electrical signals: 
One requires going beneath the skull 
and implanting electrodes onto or into 
the brain itself. This approach is risky 

business and so far has found use only 
for therapeutic purposes—for example, 
for the study and treatment of epilepsy. 
Another method, ECOG (electrocor-
ticography), dates back to the 1950s. 
It places electrodes directly on the ex-
posed surface of the brain but still be-

neath the skull to record electrical ac-
tivity from the cerebral cortex. 

More recent work by researchers 
at the University of Utah uses silicon 
electrodes the size of baby aspirin that 
float above the brain but still under 
the skull. In microECOG, the device 
comprises an array of electrodes rath-
er than just one (Figure 1 and Refer-
ence 1). The researchers placed arrays 
of tiny electrodes between the skull 
and the brain. They found that these 
electrodes can accurately detect the 
brain’s signals that control arm move-
ments. Surgeons placed two kinds of 
microECOGs on the brains of severely 
epileptic patients. Parts of the patients’ 
skulls had been temporarily removed 
for placement of the larger ECOG elec-
trodes, which locate and treat the brain 
area responsible for epileptic seizures. 
These larger, metallic, button-like 
electrodes are numbered in the figure. 
Figure 1 (left) also shows two micro-
ECOG arrays, each with 16 micro-
electrodes that connect to microwires 

A
n accurate, low-cost BCI (brain-to-comput-
er interface) can help realize the science-fic-
tion ideal in which there’s no need to speak, 
gesture, or type into a keyboard to commu-
nicate with machinery: You just think—and 
the machine responds. BCI technology is not 
just the domain of sci-fi junkies: An obvious 
use for BCI control is in medical therapeu-
tic equipment for paralyzed patients or for 

research into brain conditions, such as Parkinson’s disease or epi-
lepsy. Other possible applications include game-control interfaces 
and military equipment. For example, the Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency’s bionic-arm project to improve the state 
of the art for prosthetics partially funded research into BCIs at the 
University of Utah. Plus, the growing use by the military of remote-
ly piloted aircraft highlights the potential the military sees for BCI.

HACKING 
THE BRAIN: 

BRAIN-TO-COMPUTER- 
INTERFACE HARDWARE 

MOVES FROM THE 
REALM OF RESEARCH
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ADVANCES IN BOTH HARDWARE AND 
SOFTWARE ARE MAKING AN ACCURATE 
AND ECONOMICAL BRAIN-TO-COMPUTER 
INTERFACE FEASIBLE. 
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that pass through the orange and green 
tubes. Photo-editing software outlined 
the electrodes in the figure. Figure 1 
(right) shows one microECOG array 
with 32 microelectrodes that connects 
with microwires entering through a 
clear tube at the bottom of the figure. 
The green wires connect to the large, 
conventional ECOG electrodes.

ECOG and microECOG are inter-
mediate steps between electrodes that 
penetrate the brain and EEG (electro-
encephalography), which places elec-
trodes outside the skull on the scalp. 
Compared with the risky, surgical na-
ture of ECOG, EEG is a relatively sim-
ple procedure that relies on electrodes 
anchored through an adhesive to the 
scalp. However, to reach electrodes on 
the scalp, the brain’s electrical signals 
must travel through the skull. Bone 
conductivity is low, and signals attenu-
ate rapidly. By the time the brain’s sig-
nals make it through the surrounding 
membrane, skull, skin, and hair, these 
already-faint signals are vanishingly 
small. EEGs for medical purposes use 
electrodes that require a conductive 
jelly that can be messy to apply and re-
move. These medical-grade EEG-sen-
sor systems can cost tens of thousands 
of dollars, keeping research into BCIs 
within the realm of academia and med-
ical research (Figure 2).

However, the lucrative gaming mar-
ket, in which thought control of games 
is a novel gimmick, and military appli-
cations are driving the interest in BCI 
devices, which are starting to appear 
at prices far below the tens of thou-

sands of dollars you can expect to pay 
for medical-research-quality EEG. Re-
cently, products such as Emotiv’s Epoc 
and NeuroSky’s Mindset have become 
available for approximately $150 to 
$300. 

How likely is it that EEG-based head-
sets can contribute to robust BCI-hard-
ware approaches? Following a BCI work-
shop early this year at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Rod Furlan, Sin-
gularity University founder, summarized 
his thoughts on invasive versus nonin-
vasive BCIs (Reference 2). “As nonin-
vasive interfaces are generally limited to 
reading brain states, it is unlikely they 
will be able to evolve into robust input 
and output solutions,” he said. “Consen-
sus among the experts in the room was 
that EEG is probably a dead end because, 
while it provides great temporal resolu-
tion, its maximum achievable spatial res-
olution will probably fall short of the re-
quirements of future applications.”

Tan Le, co-founder and president of 
EEG-headset maker Emotiv, explains 
the human brain, the limitations of 
EEG, and Emotiv’s approach (Refer-
ence 3). “Our brain is made up of bil-
lions of neurons, around 170,000 km 
of combined axon length,” she says. 
“When these neurons interact, the 
chemical reaction emits an electrical 
impulse, which can be measured. The 
majority of our functional brain is dis-
tributed over the outer surface layer of 
the brain. To increase the area that’s 
available for mental capacity, the brain 
surface is highly folded. This folding 
presents a significant challenge for in-
terpreting surface electrical impulses be-
cause everyone’s cortex is folded differ-
ently. Even though a signal comes from 
the same functional part of the brain, by 
the time the structure has been folded, 
its physical location is very different be-
tween individuals, even identical twins. 

“[Emotiv created] an algorithm that 
‘unfolds’ the cortex [to] map the signal 
closer to its source and make it able to 
work across a mass population. EEG 
measurements typically involve a hair 
net with an array of sensors. The Emo-
tiv headset is a 14-channel, high-fideli-
ty EEG-acquisition system and requires 
no scalp prep [and] no conductive gel. It 
only takes a few minutes to put on and 
for the signals to settle. It’s wireless and 
costs only a few hundred dollars.”

Pull it out of the box, connect it to 
your PC, place it on your head, spend 
a few moments on the canned exercis-
es that let the headset algorithms learn 
your brain-wave pattern, and you can 
begin manipulating virtual images on 
your PC with your brain (Figure 3). 
Pretty neat, huh?

Hacker Cody Brocious thought so, 
too. New to the world of BCI, Brocious 
was impressed by the simplicity of the 
Emotiv device, and he wanted to delve 
deeper. He asked for donations with-
in the hacker community to buy one 
and quickly raised the money. He dis-
covered the key to the encrypted data 
coming over the USB connection and 
built a decryption routine. So far, his li-
brary of code hacks to the device just 
pulls raw data from the unit; there’s no 
ability to filter the signals or tell which 
sensor corresponds to each data stream. 
Brocious created Cody’s Emokit proj-
ect, an open-source library for read-
ing data directly from the headset, and 

Figure 1 Researchers at the University of Utah use silicon electrodes that float above the 

brain but under the skull. Two microECOG arrays, each with 16 microelectrodes, con-

nect to microwires that pass through the orange and green tubes (left). One microECOG 

array has 32 microelectrodes that connect with microwires entering through a clear tube 

(right). The green wires connect to the large, conventional ECOG electrodes (courtesy 

Neurosurgical Focus and University of Utah Department of Neurosurgery).

AT A GLANCE
↘ EEG (electroencephalography) 

technology is the least invasive—

and least accurate—of BCIs (brain-

to-computer interfaces).

↘ As prices for EEG technology 

drop, expect more development 

of BCI for gaming and military 

applications.

↘ Hardware filtering of faint signals 

around the brain immediately after 

their capture helps ensure their 

quality before software filtering.
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posted about his project on the Emotiv user forum, which the 
company runs (Reference 4).

Emotiv officials didn’t like the fact that Brocious had 
cracked the encryption and posted his library. They claimed 
that doing so could force the company out of business (Refer-
ence 5). Emotiv sells a $700 developer’s version of the head-

Figure 2 Medical-grade EEG-sensor sys-

tems can cost tens of thousands of dol-

lars, keeping research into BCIs within the 

realm of academia and medical research. 

set that allows access to the data, but it is not an open envi-
ronment; the company controls access. Apparently, Emotiv 
is working to close the encryption hole and thus end Cody’s 
project. 

OTHER APPROACHES
Alternatives to EEG exist for measuring small signals on 

the surface of the head. One such technology, EOG (elec-
trooculography), employs eye polarization. The back of the 
eye is more negative than the front of the eye because of the 
large populations of neurons on the retina. As the eye moves, 
the electric field surrounding the eye also moves. Electrodes 
on the left and right side of the face and above and below the 
eyes can measure these fields. An electrode behind the ear 
serves as a reference voltage.

Waterloo Labs comprises a group of engineers at Nation-
al Instruments that builds and documents electronics proj-
ects using the company’s components. Its implementation of 
an EOG-measurement device that controls the Mario video 
game provides a good example of the design challenges of 
acquiring small differential signals in a noisy environment, 
such as the head (Reference 6). A National Instruments 
RIO (rapid input/output) single-board computer performs 
the signal processing for the EOG. A custom daughterboard 
performs signal acquisition, amplification, filtering, and digi-
tization (Figure 4).

The inputs to the EOG are the bipotential signals meas-
ured at the electrodes; these signals are smaller than those 
of background environmental noise, such as RF-communica-
tion signals or 60-Hz ac-mains noise. Fortunately, each elec-
trode picks up the same noise, making the interference the 
common signal. Amplifying the difference between the elec-
trodes and rejecting everything common to them yield the 
EOG’s signal. The Waterloo Labs engineers used an Analog 
Devices 8221 instrumentation amplifier because of its low 
noise and high common-mode rejection.

Whenever metal, such as that composing an electrode, 
touches an electrolytic solution, such as human skin, a po-

Figure 3 The Emotiv headset alone (a) and 

on a user (b) simplifies the acquisition of 

EEG signals by standardizing the place-

ment of electrodes and by including propri-

etary algorithms that allow for differences 

in brain waves due to folds in the brain.

(b)

(a)
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tential difference—the half-cell po-
tential—results. The 8221 amplifies 
the half-cell potential along with the 
EOG signal. If the amplifier’s gain is 
too high, the half-cell potential swamps 
the EOG’s signal. The half-cell poten-
tial cannot overpower a gain of 10, 
which is enough to distinguish it from 
the noise. The circuit next uses a high-
pass RC filter set to 0.1 Hz to reject the 
half-cell voltage. Without the half-cell 
constant, the circuit can further ampli-
fy the signal, carefully adding no noise 
back in after all that work rejecting it. 
It uses two low-noise, high-offset ampli-
fiers to keep the signal clean. The final 
stage uses a lowpass filter set to 50 Hz 
to remove any high-frequency noise, 
including 60-Hz ac-mains voltage, and 
then an ADC.

As for electrical isolation, the EOG 
receives its power from a 9V battery, so 
it has no dangerous voltages. Howev-
er, the video-game controller, the TV 
display, and the RIO all use 120V wall 
power, so if there’s a short in the trans-
former, the EOG user will get a 120V 
jolt of electricity across the face. To 
avoid this painful scenario, the circuit 

uses an isolated AD7401 ADC that 
magnetically couples the signal across a 
dielectric gap so that there is no elec-
trical connection between the EOG 
and the RIO. The AD7401 can with-
stand 120V wall power for an indefinite 
amount of time and more than 3000V 
for as long as a minute.EDN
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cessing for the EOG. A custom daughterboard performs signal acquisition, amplifica-

tion, filtering, and digitization.
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Selecting the best battery 
for embedded-system 
applications
AS SYSTEMS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING POWER-MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES BECOME MORE 

SOPHISTICATED, SO, TOO, DOES THE TASK OF SELECTING A BATTERY THAT SUITS BOTH STATIC 

AND DYNAMIC REQUIREMENTS. APPROPRIATE BATTERY SELECTION INVOLVES CHEMISTRY, 

TEMPERATURE, PEAK DEMAND, ENERGY TRANSFER, AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS.

N
onrechargeable, or pri-
mary, batteries find wide 
use in mainstream em-
bedded-system applica-
tions (Table 1). This 
category of batteries in-

cludes alkaline devices, which manu-
facturers typically fabricate using man-
ganese dioxide and zinc powder with a 
caustic alkali of potassium hydroxide 
as an electrolyte. This battery technol-
ogy is used in many standard applica-
tions, such as smoke detectors, personal 
medical equipment, portable audio de-
vices, and high-energy flashlights. Both 
OEMs and consumers can easily obtain 
these batteries. The nominal voltage of 
an alkaline cell is 1.5V, with a discharge 
voltage of 0.9V.

Another type of primary battery, 
zinc-carbon, is a predecessor of and 
similar in composition to alkaline 
technology. This low-performance bat-
tery addresses cost-sensitive applica-

tions that do not require high perform-
ance, such as toys, alarm clocks, and ra-
dios. These batteries are readily avail-
able to OEMs. The nominal voltage 
of these cells is 1.5V, with a discharge 
voltage of 0.9V.

A third type of battery is lithium, 
which most commonly uses the desig-
nation BR or CR. BR lithium batteries 
come in a variety of form factors but are 
most commonly available as coin-cell 
batteries. Manufacturers typically fabri-
cate them using a carbon monofluoride 
gel and a lithium alloy. This composi-
tion has good high-temperature charac-
teristics, and the batteries usually have 
low self-discharge characteristics. As 
such, they find use in applications that 
require long service intervals and have 
relatively low power requirements. 
Such applications include water and gas 
meters, heat-cost allocators, electronic 
toll-collection systems, and tire-pres-
sure-monitoring systems. These batter-

ies are also readily available to OEMs. 
The cell’s nominal voltage is 3V, and its 
discharge voltage is 2.2V.

Like BR lithium batteries, the CR 
type uses a lithium alloy for the anode 
but replaces the cathode with a manga-
nese-dioxide material. This material re-
duces the internal impedance of the bat-
tery. As such, a CR cell generally bet-
ter suits supplying higher pulse currents 
than its BR counterpart at the expense 
of a slightly higher self-discharge rate 
and lower performance at high tempera-
tures. Applications include remote key-
less entry, RFID (radio-frequency iden-
tification), and watches. Both OEMs 
and consumers can easily obtain these 
batteries. Their nominal voltage is 3V, 
and discharge voltage is 2.2V.

Lithium-thionyl-chloride batteries 
are relatively new and have extreme-
ly low self-discharge rates, enabling 
battery life of approximately 20 years. 
They also benefit from a flat discharge 

BY KEITH ODLAND •  SIL ICON LABORATORIES INC

TABLE 1 COMMON BATTERY TYPES

Battery Anode (−) Cathode (+)

Nominal 

voltage (V)

Approximate 

energy density 

(MJ/kg) Special characteristics

Alkaline Zinc Manganese 

dioxide

1.5 0.5 Long shelf life, supports high- 

to medium-drain applications

Zinc-carbon Zinc Manganese 

dioxide

1.5 0.13 Economical in cost per hour 

for low current consumption

Lithium (BR) Lithium Carbon 

monofl uoride

3 1.3 Wide temperature operation, high 

internal impedance, low pulse current

Lithium (CR) Lithium Manganese 

dioxide

3 1 Good pulse capability, stable voltage 

during discharge

Lithium-thionyl 

chloride

Lithium Sulfur-oxygen 

chlorine

3.6 1.04 Low self-discharge rate, can support 

20-year battery

Zinc-air Zinc Oxygen 1.4 1.69 High energy density, battery life of 

weeks to months
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profile over time so that the terminal 
voltage stays relatively constant over 
the entire service life. Manufacturers of 
these batteries typically fabricate them 
using a solution of lithium tetrachlo-
roaluminate in thionyl chloride as the 
liquid cathode, with a zinc alloy as the 
anode. This technology is more cost-
ly than other lithium chemistries and 
finds use in applications demanding 
extremely long battery life, such as wa-
ter and gas meters and other industrial- 
and military-electronic applications. 
These batteries are uncommon in con-
sumer applications and are available to 
OEMs through a select set of suppli-
ers. The cells have nominal voltages of 
3.6V and discharge voltages of 2.2V.

Zinc-air batteries provide a much 
higher energy density than the previ-
ously noted types. They receive their 
power by oxidizing zinc with oxygen 
from the air with the help of a hydrox-
ide-based solution. Consumers are most 
familiar with this type of battery for 
hearing aids and camera batteries; how-
ever, much larger versions of this type 
find use in marine- and railroad-naviga-
tion applications. These batteries have 
a shelf life of multiple years. Once they 
are in service, however, they last on the 
order of hundreds of hours in consumer 
applications. Both OEMs and consum-
ers can easily obtain them. These bat-
teries have nominal voltages of 1.4V 
and discharge voltages of 0.9V.

BATTERY SUITABILITY
Engineers assess a number of param-

eters when evaluating the suitability of 
a battery type for an application. Some 
of the most common factors they use in 
this analysis include nominal voltage, 
energy capacity, energy density, self-
discharge capabilities, and dynamic 
considerations. The nominal voltage is 
the voltage as measured across the bat-
tery’s positive and negative terminals. 
Engineers often partition multiple bat-
teries in series or in parallel to provide 
a more desirable cell voltage or current 
supply to the application. 

 Energy capacity is the stored energet-
ic content of the battery. The SI (Sys-
tème International d’unités) unit for 
energy is joules, but most battery man-
ufacturers specify it in milliamp hours. 
Because the total energy in a battery is 
a function of both the amount of cur-
rent that the battery can source and the 

terminal voltage, using joules is a more 
consistent way of comparing batteries 
with different chemistries. You can easi-
ly convert a battery capacity from milli-
amp hours to joules with the following 
equation: E=C×VT×3.6, where E is the 
energy in joules, C is the capacity in 
milliamp hours, and VT is the terminal 
voltage.

Battery chemistries rely on electro-
chemical reactions to provide electri-
cal energy. Some of these reactions are 
more potent than others, which can 
lead to the development of small bat-
teries with the same energy content as 
some larger counterparts. This size-to-
energy ratio is the energy density. As a 
general rule, the higher the energy den-
sity, the more costly the battery tech-
nology is. Designers constantly struggle 
to find the optimum balance of cost 
and energy density.

Batteries do not last forever. Even if 
they sit unused on a shelf, electrochem-
ical reactions are still taking place, 
slowly diminishing the batteries’ energy 
content. This naturally occurring pro-
cess is the self-discharge rate. Alkaline 
batteries generally have a service life 
of seven to 10 years. Lithium BR and 
CR batteries have a service life of 10 
to 15 years, and lithium-thionyl-chlo-
ride cells can last more than 20 years. 
Self-discharge rates and other deterio-
rative mechanisms affecting battery life 
can highly depend on temperature and 
duty-cycle characteristics. Fluctuating 
duty-cycle requirements often can have 
an adverse effect on the ultimate dis-
charge characteristic of a battery.

Dynamic physical parameters also af-
fect battery performance. Variations in 
temperature, output impedance, duty 
cycle, and energy delivery affect bat-
tery-loading conditions and ultimate-
ly shape the battery-selection process. 
Some of these variations are first-order 
effects, and you must give them appro-
priate consideration. 

Many systems have high dynamic 
bandwidth with respect to power de-
mand. For example, a wireless sensing 
system in an advanced-metering-infra-
structure-class gas or water meter can 
have dormant power consumption on 
the order of microwatts and an active 
peak consumption of watts. In other 
words, dynamic-system-power-demand 
bandwidth can be microwatts during 
low-duty-cycle sleep mode and watts 
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during active and high-duty-cycle ra-
dio-transmit mode. This situation cre-
ates additional power-delivery require-
ments that the battery must accommo-
date alone or with another energy-stor-
age device. To solve this problem, engi-
neers often place a capacitor in parallel 
with the battery to provide peak energy 
demand. In these cases, they must al-
so consider the additional design issues 
of the capacitor’s cost, size, charging 
scheme, and leakage.

In addition to the noted consider-
ations, engineers must pay attention 
to battery-discharge profiles, which 
can vary greatly depending on the 
battery chemistry and the power-de-
mand profile both peak load and duty 
cycle. Environmental considerations, 
especially temperature, can affect bat-
tery performance. System-level consid-
erations, such as battery-replacement 
interval and system-voltage require-
ments, also influence battery selection. 
Environmental considerations, such as 
recycling, toxic materials, heavy met-
als, safety, and shipping regulations, are 
of concern, as well.

MEETING REQUIREMENTS
As with most other engineering 

problems, designers must weigh a set of 
sometimes-conflicting requirements to 
develop the best approach to meeting 
system specifications. To illustrate this 
point, consider an exaggerated exam-
ple. Law-enforcement personnel some-
times use stun guns, which are high-
voltage, nonlethal electron-
ic-control weapons, to inca-
pacitate combative subjects 
who pose a risk to a police 
officer, an innocent citizen, 
or themselves. These devic-
es deliver thousands of volts 
to the assailant’s body, tem-
porarily disrupting the ner-
vous system and rendering 
the individual unconscious. 
The system uses a transform-
er, among other techniques, 

to step up the battery voltage thou-
sands of times higher than its original 
terminal voltage.

Instead of using a transformer, a de-
vice designer could choose to achieve 
the design objective by arranging 
30,000 AAA alkaline batteries in se-
ries. This design would also be able to 
deliver a 45,000V shock to the assail-
ant, along with other obvious practical 
limitations of using an approximately 
0.8-mile-long (1.33-km-long), 792-lb 
(360-kg) stun gun—not to mention the 
50-kV thumb switch!

Although an exaggeration, this ex-
ample highlights the fact that, by us-
ing modern electronics, you can over-
come some of the natural limitations 
of the battery’s electrical chemistry and 
use them in different ways. As another 
example, zinc-air batteries have long 
found use in hearing aids because of 
their energy density of 1.69 MJ/kg and 
ability to deliver high peak currents. 
The batteries typically have a service 
life of less than three months due to the 
time it takes the electrolytic reaction to 
reach its conclusion. However, this ser-
vice lifetime is acceptable for the appli-
cation, and the batteries come in “cal-
endar” packs so that the user has a new 
replacement battery for each month.

Another aspect of this battery chem-
istry is that the terminal voltage of a 
single cell is typically 1.4V. Specialized 
low-voltage circuits for hearing aids ad-
dress this limitation, but the battery 
voltage does not translate easily into 

mainstream embedded-system electron-
ics. You would need to make additional 
provisions to make a nominal 1.4V cell 
useful for standard CMOS embedded 
electronics. 

Fortunately, more devices are inte-
grating advanced power-management 
units to address these challenges. For 
example, a chip with an integrated dc/
dc boost converter could boost the 1.4V 
input voltage of a zinc-air battery or the 
1.5V input of a common alkaline battery 
to an appropriate value for the system.

More important, a dynamically pro-
grammable boost converter could 
change the output voltage depending 
on the needs of the system so that the 
energy from the battery to the system 
always operates efficiently. This opera-
tion would enable system engineers to 
optimize the power-supply efficiency 
for the use case during runtime.

For example, a bidirectional wireless 
sensor node for a home-security appli-
cation could be a glass-breakage sen-
sor with a bidirectional communication 
link comprising a transmitter and a re-
ceiver. This sensor monitors the condi-
tion of a window and periodically re-
ports the status of the window and the 
battery to the main control panel. The 
communication between the sensor 
and the control panel uses a transmit-
ter/receiver/acknowledgment protocol, 
which reduces the number of redun-
dant messages the sensor sends to the 
panel. Most of the time, the sensor is 
in a low-power mode to maximize bat-

tery life. Table 2 defines 
the states the glass-breakage 
sensor can occupy.

The system comprises a 
microcontroller with an in-
tegrated dc/dc converter, a 
sub-1-GHz radio transceiv-
er, a piezoelectric shock sen-
sor, and an alkaline battery 
(Figure 1). You can make 
four assumptions about the 
system: First, the piezoelec-
tric sensor is self-powered 

TABLE 2 GLASS-BREAKAGE-SENSOR OPERATING STATES

Frequency Description

Measurement Event-driven Piezoelectric shock sensor interfaced to system I/O;  upon breakage event, the system wakes up

Transmit Once per minute Transmits sensor and battery status back to the control panel

Receive Once per minute Receives acknowledgment from panel

Sleep All other times Maintains low-power sleep mode, real-time clock, and I/O function

AA ALKALINE 
BATTERY

PIEZOELECTRIC 
SHOCK SENSOR

MICROCONTROLLER 
WITH INTEGRATED 

DC/DC BOOST 
CONVERTER

SUB-GHz 
RADIO TRANSCEIVER

Figure 1 A glass-breakage-detection system comprises a microcon-

troller with an integrated dc/dc converter, a sub-1-GHz radio trans-

ceiver, a piezoelectric shock sensor, and an alkaline battery.
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and generates a 3V pulse if the glass 
breaks. This signal triggers an exter-
nal interrupt that “wakes up” the mi-
crocontroller. Second, the microcon-
troller core is regulated to 1.8V by an 
internal regulator. The RAM, power-
management unit, and real-time clock 
can operate at voltages as low as 0.9V 
so that the microcontroller can operate 
from one AAA alkaline battery. Third, 
the power amplifier in the transceiver’s 
transmitter block provides higher out-
put power and higher efficiency when 
its voltage rail approaches the maxi-
mum-rated power rail. Finally, an in-
ternal 1.8V regulator regulates the low-
noise amplifier, receiver chain, PLL 
(phase-locked loop), and synthesizer 
in the radio. The minimum operating 
voltage is 1.8V.

If you look carefully at the system as-
sumptions, it becomes clear that dynami-
cally adjusting the battery voltage opti-
mizes power efficiency and performance. 
For example, you can obtain maximum 
transmitting-power efficiency when the 
transceiver is operating at 3V. The alka-
line battery has only a 1.5V nominal ter-
minal voltage, so you can achieve 3V op-
eration with the integrated dc/dc boost 
converter, yielding approximately 90% 
efficiency. However, internal regulation 
limits the receiver chain to 1.8V. Supply-
ing 3V during the receiver transaction 
would cause the internal low-dropout 
regulator to reduce efficiency to 60%. 
It would be better to dynamically adjust 
the output of the dc/dc converter from 3 
to 1.8V and increase the efficiency dur-
ing the sensor’s receiving transaction.

Compare the system using a lithi-
um coin-cell battery with a fixed-volt-

age rail with an alkaline battery using 
the dynamic-switching technique. The 
switching loss is 0% using the coin cell 
because the switch-mode supply is not in 
use and the terminal voltage is 3V. You 
also may not need to increase the size of 
the coin cell to meet the peak current 
demand because this resizing would re-
quire the use of a large, expensive coin 
cell. In the alkaline-battery case, you 
can assume a 10% switching loss. 

Tables 3 and 4 detail the energy 
each element of the wireless-sensor ap-
plication requires. The sleep duration 
is 1 second minus the sum of all of the 
other transactions. The processing, re-
ceiving, and transmitting functions 
occur once per minute. Table 3 shows 
the requirements for a 3V, 620-mAhr-
rated, approximately 62-cent CR2450 
lithium battery, and Table 4 shows the 
requirements for a 1.5V, 1125-mAhr-
rated, approximately 25-cent AAA al-
kaline battery.

With this usage profile, the CR2450 
battery would last approximately 4.33 
years. With the same usage profile, the 
AAA alkaline battery would last ap-
proximately 4.65 years. This duration 
represents 16% higher efficiency, result-
ing in a 7% increase in service life with a 
60% decrease in battery cost. This com-
parison demonstrates the gains you can 
make by using more modern dynamic 
techniques of energy conversion. These 
gains highly depend on the duty cycle 
of the functions that derive the greatest 
benefit from the high-efficiency power 
supply. As the receiver-mode duration or 
duty cycle increases, so do the benefits of 
using the alkaline-battery approach with 
the switched-mode supply. The dc/dc 

converter’s output could be 3.3V—that 
is, 0.3V higher than that of the lithium 
battery—and could provide greater out-
put power and enhanced range.

Given the growing sophistication 
of battery technologies and chip-level 
power-management techniques, the in-
dustry has come a long way since Ales-
sandro Volta discovered the voltaic pile 
in 1800 (Reference 1). More than 200 
years’ worth of technological evolution 
and innovations in the fields of chem-
istry, electrical engineering, and man-
ufacturing have resulted in batteries 
thousands of times more sophisticated 
in design and function than when Vol-
ta invented the original versions. To-
day’s system designers now have many 
more options when selecting the appro-
priate battery to support their next em-
bedded-system designs.EDN
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TABLE 3 ENERGY REQUIREMENTS USING LITHIUM BATTERY, FIXED VOLTAGE REGULATION

Mode Frequency Duration Current (I) Voltage (V) Switching loss (%) Energy (J)

Sleep 60 954.9×10−3 600×10−9 3 0 103.1×10−6

Processing 1 100×10−6 4×10−3 3 0 1.2×10−6

Transmit 1 15×10−3 27×10−3 3 0 1.2×10−3

Receive 1 30×10−3 18×10−3 3 0 1.6×10−3

TABLE 4 ENERGY REQUIREMENTS USING ALKALINE BATTERY, DYNAMIC VOLTAGE REGULATION

Mode Frequency Duration Current (I) Voltage (V) Switching loss (%) Energy (J)

Sleep 60 954.9×10−3 600×10−9 1.5 0 51.6×10−6

Processing 1 100×10−6 4×10−3 1.8 10 800×10−9

Transmit 1 15×10−3 27×10−3 3 10 1.4×10−3

Receive 1 30×10−3 18×10−3 1.8 10 1.1×10−3
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READERS SOLVE DESIGN PROBLEMS
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designideas
   ↘

Control applications often require 
that you set a relay latch in posi-

tion until you need it to change state. 
Latching relays accomplish that task. 
When you send them a pulse, they either 
remain in the current state or change 
states, depending on the polarity of the 
pulse and the current state of the relay. 
The circuit in Figure 1 switches the state 
of a DPDT (double-pole/double-throw) 
latching relay based on a pulse. It com-
prises a momentary-switch-to-step-volt-
age-signal generator, a differential-pulse 
converter, a relay driver, and a relay coil.

A momentary switch produces a 
step-voltage signal that drives the cir-
cuit. The circuit uses a simple pulldown 
switching action (push-on/release-off), 
such as the one comprising RS, CS, and 
S2, or a flip-flop latching action (push-
on/push-off), such as the one compris-
ing IC1A, IC1B, R1, R2, C1, and S1. In the 
simple pulldown case, you can also add 
a debounce circuit. The pushbutton 
switches let you test the circuit before 

connecting it to another input source.
The differential-pulse converter com-

prises IC1C, IC1D, IC1E, and IC1F. The last 
two stages of the CD4069 hex inverter are 
self-biased in linear mode around VDD/2, 
where VDD is the drain-to-drain voltage 
and corresponds to Pin 14 of IC1. The cir-
cuit takes a rise or a fall at IC1C and con-
verts it to opposing pulses of equal length 
at the outputs of IC1E and IC1F. The order 
of the pulses is synchronous with the edge 
direction at the input of IC1C. 

The output-driver stage buffers the 
voltage outputs of IC1E and IC1F to drive 
the relay coil. The op amps provide dif-
ferential current dumping through the 
load without incurring substantial waste 
in idle mode. An LED-indicator circuit 
comprising R4 and D1 shows the orienta-
tion of the relay switch.

Assuming that the circuit powers up 
with C1 uncharged, IC1A and IC1B always 
start off in a state in which R1 sees VDD 
on both sides. All inverter stages operate 
in digital mode except for IC1E and IC1F. 

When you apply power to the circuit, 
these two stages self-bias around VDD/2 
and operate in linear mode. The op 
amps, wired as followers, also bias their 
outputs near VDD/2. That action leaves 
the relay coil with a negligible offset/
error voltage thanks to the matching of 
the devices in the hex-inverter IC and 
the op amps’ high open-loop gain.

Stages IC1E and IC1F ac-couple through 
capacitors C5 and C3, respectively. The 
capacitors produce an impulse at the in-

CMOS circuit latches relays
JC Maillet, Gabriola Island, BC, Canada
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Automotive accessories such as 
PNDs (portable navigation de-

vices) usually receive their power or 
charge using a simple adapter that a user 

plugs into a cigarette lighter. Sometimes, 
however, you may want to power or 
charge two devices at once. The circuit 
in Figure 1 can handle that task.

IC1 generates 5V from any 7.5 to 76V 
input—a wide enough range to include 
the complete range of car-battery voltage 
plus the 40V spike that can occur during 
a load dump. The IC is simple to use be-
cause it has an internal power switch and 
requires no compensation circuit.

IC2 distributes to two outputs the 5V 
that IC1 generates. It not only distributes 
power but also protects against overload 
conditions. Most portable equipment re-
ceives its power or charge through a USB 
(Universal Serial Bus) interface, whose 
current limit is 500 mA. Because IC2 tar-
gets use in USB applications, it latches off 
any port that tries to deliver more than 
500 mA but does not affect the other 
port. Automatic-restart capability ensures 
that the port recovers automatically after 
the removal of the overload condition.

Figure 2 shows the protection feature 
in action. Output B has a constant load 
of 300 mA, and Output A switches be-
tween a 100-mA load and a 600-mA 
overload. IC2 switches off Output A 
after an overload but allows a 20-msec 
delay to avoid responding to brief tran-

puts of IC1E and IC1F from the step outputs 
of IC1C and IC1D. Lossy integrators IC1E 

and IC1F lengthen the inverted pulses at 
the outputs. Following these events, the 

outputs of IC1E and IC1F gradually return 
to their equilibrium state, which helps 
prevent a bucking field from forming in 
the relay coil and toggling back. Figure 2 
shows the shape and timing of the pulses.

R3/C3 and R4/C4 establish time con-
stants, which roughly set the total length 
of these pulse tails at 500 msec. This 
time is more than enough to satisfy the 
relay coil’s hold requirements, which, for 
the Panasonic TQ2-L-5V, are 3 msec or 
less. If the relay coil at first finds itself in 
an asynchronous position, it can reori-
ent itself after a single push of the switch 
if necessary.

Dropping IC1’s VDD through series-
supply resistor R5 limits the idling cur-
rents in linear-biased stages IC1E and 
IC1F. This resistor represents a compro-
mise between the power these two stages 
dissipate and the available voltage swing 
to toggle the relay through the op amps. 

The circuit operates from a 9V 
source, and, with the component val-
ues in Figure 1, IC1’s VDD lies at ap-
proximately 5.5V. The overall current 
draw between toggles is approximately 
8 mA.EDN
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Figure 2 Integrating impulses with capacitors across inverters produces the signals 

necessary to set the state of the relay.

Power USB devices from a vehicle
Fons Janssen, Maxim Integrated Products Inc, Bilthoven, the Netherlands
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sients (Figure 2a). The circuit removes 
the overload 80 msec later; after another 
20-msec delay, the automatic-restart fea-
ture brings Output A back online. Out-

put B is unaware of the problem in Out-
put A (Figure 2b). The fault-indicator 
output, however, goes low to indicate a 
problem in Channel A.

This circuit is small because it requires 
few external components. You can build it 
into a cigarette-lighter plug or place it in a 
small space behind the dashboard.EDN

designideas

   ↘
Industrial-control applications 
often use PLCs (programmable-

logic controllers) working at logic levels 
of 24V. That voltage creates a challenge 
to the safe use of a microcontroller. Such 
a design requires a physical barrier be-

tween the microcontroller and the 24V 
signals to avoid damage in case of errors 
or short circuits.

A simple and inexpensive way to 
switch 24V with a microcontroller is to 
use the ULN2003 or ULN2803 transistor 

drivers, which have seven and eight out-
puts, respectively. These ICs can energize 
light bulbs or solenoid valves at 500 mA. 
Damper diodes in these ICs eliminate the 
need for numerous passive components, 
especially in designs using coils.

Because of their digital inputs, passive 
components require numerous parts, 
complicating assembly, increasing cost, 
and increasing the need for troubleshoot-

ing and maintenance. 
Few simple ICs can han-
dle more than 24V.

With this voltage 
in mind, you can use 
an interface IC, such 
as the MC1489 or the 
SN75189 inverter, as 
an RS-232 line receiver. 
These ICs can receive 
digital signals as large as 
±30V. As a bonus, they 
have some hysteresis-
level transition, making 
them able to discrimi-
nate some of the elec-
trical noise in signals 
(Figure 1). 

You can connect these 
devices directly to a mi-
crocontroller. If you 
mount them in DIP sock-
ets, you can easily replace 

Microcontroller interfaces to 24V
Adolfo Mondragon, Electrolux Products, Juarez, Mexico 
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Figure 1 RS-232-interface ICs, such as the MC1489, can adapt 24V inputs to a microcontroller.
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Figure 2 These current/voltage waveforms from Figure 1 show that an overload on Output A (a) has no effect on Output B (b).
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them in case of damage. The circuit uses 
a 78L05 linear regulator to decrease the 
power-supply voltage to 5V. The 1N4007 

between the 24V dc and the 5V LM7805 
regulator protects the circuit from possi-
ble power-supply wire reversal. You must 

take that fact into account in program-
ming your microcontroller because the 
signals complement the input.EDN

   ↘
The simple circuit in Figure 1, 
which can be powered with a 3.6V 

nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery, lets 
you use an LED to detect light. The cir-
cuit consumes practically no quiescent 
power. Two LEDs act as photodiodes to 
detect and respond to ambient light. 
When ambient light is present, the upper 
LED, a small, red, transparent device cov-
ered with a black pipe, has a higher effec-
tive resistance than the lower, large, green 
LED. The voltage drop across the input 
of the NAND gate is less than its thresh-
old voltage for logic 1, making the output 
of the NAND gate low. When the ambi-
ent light goes off, the voltage drop across 
the reverse-biased green LED increases, 

forcing the NAND gate’s output high.
This type of light detector is highly 

power-efficient and is ideal for battery 
applications. You can use the NAND 
gate’s logic output 
to drive an LED 
driver or a relay 
driver, or you can 
connect it to a 
microcontroller. 

Place the circuit 
so that sufficient 
light falls on the 
green sensor LED. 
Doing so avoids 
any voltage build-
up near the junc-

tion that could be close to the NAND 
gate’s threshold voltage. The NAND 
gate’s power consumption rises sharply at 
the threshold voltage. When the gate’s 
input voltage is within the defined limits 
for the logic state, its power consumption 
is extremely small.EDN

Use LEDs as photodiodes
Raju R Baddi, Raman Research Institute, Bangalore, India
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DSEC (digital-satellite-equip-
ment-control) motors find wide 

use in TV-satellite reception; thus, they 
are readily available. Eutelsat (www.
eutelsat.com) defined the DSEC control 
protocol, which has been in existence 
since 1998. DSEC motors offer a resolu-
tion angle as high as 0.1°. Thus, you can 
use them as low-cost alter-
natives to stepper motors.

The circuit in Fig-
ure 1 is a simple design 
to drive protocol Version 
1.2 of DSEC motors using 
a PIC10F200 micro-
controller from Micro-
chip (www.microchip.
com). Version 4.2 fully de-
scribes the bus-functional 
method of data-bit signal-
ing (Reference 1; see www.
edn.com/101118dia). You 
derive the 22-kHz-frequen-
cy tone from the internal 
4-MHz±1% clock. Position-

er commands from the protocol specifica-
tion suit one-way communication. This 
application requires no receive responses 
or data messages from the remote motor 
unit. The long-term recommendation for 
the dc supply is 12V±1V, and the maxi-
mum current is 400 mA.

The circuit uses just one pushbutton 

switch, S1, and two LEDs to control the 
state of the motor. At power-on, LED1 
remains continuously on. One 1-second-
long push on S1 blinks LED1 for 0.25 sec-
ond and drives the motor one step. A 1- to 
2-second push on S1 changes the state of 
direction. LED1 turns off, and LED2 turns 
on. Pressing S1 for more than 3 seconds 
causes one LED to blink during the time 
necessary to drive the motor back to 0°.

This design uses a motor with a resolu-
tion angle of 0.3° and max-
imum angles of 75° east and 
75° west. So this circuit has 
only 250 pulses for each di-
rection. Once it reaches 
that value, the active LED 
continues to blink.

You can download fully 
commented, three-file as-
sembler source code from 
the online version of this 
Design Idea at www.edn.
com/101118dia. You can 
adapt this code to any other 
baseline family of Microchip 
microcontrollers that use 12-
bit instruction code.EDN

Microcontroller drives DSEC motors
Charaf Laissoub, Valeo Interior Controls, Créteil, France
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Low-power LED driver targets 
coin-cell-power backlighting

   ↘
The one-channel, quad-mode CAT3661 LED driver targets use in ultra-low-
power-LED applications, such as portable handheld medical equipment. The 

device can drive an LED backlight with a current as high as 5 mA. Soft-start cur-
rent limiting and short-circuit protection make the device a good fit for coin-cell-
battery-powered equipment. The CAT3661 comes in a 16-lead TQFN package 
measuring 3×3×0.8 mm high. A quad-mode charge pump supports input voltages of 
2 to 5.5V and helps the CAT3661 achieve peak efficiency as high as 92%. The 
device also features a typical quiescent current of 150 μA across all operating modes 
at full load and a 0A current shutdown. The CAT3661 costs 86 cents (10,000).
On Semiconductor, www.onsemi.com

High-voltage LEDs 
enable more efficient 
LED bulbs

   ↘
The high-voltage XLamp MX-6S 
and MX-3S LEDs target use in 

space-constrained LED lamps and bulbs 
and provide more efficient, smaller 

power supplies and thermal systems. 
The MX-6S delivers luminous flux as 
high as 139 lumens at 60 mA/20V at 
6000K and 114 lumens at 3000K. The 
MX-3S provides luminous flux as high 
as 122 lumens at 115 mA/10.7V at 
6000K and 100 lumens at 3000K. The 
MX series provides lighting-class per-
formance for high reliability, high effi-
cacy, and color consistency. The devices 
sell for $1.49 (sample quantities).
Cree Inc, www.cree.com

Free online tools deliver 
LED-lighting help

   ↘
Engineers designing with LEDs 
can access free tools, downloads, 

and technical information at http://

ledlight.osram-os.com/led-ssl-tools. 
The tools section features LED-lighting 
resources open to the public, including 
video slide casts of recent reference 
designs, LED-product highlights, and 
solid-state-lighting technical guides. 
Registration for the tools is free. The 

tools include PCB-design files, an optic 
selector that helps users identify the 
best lens and optics from several of the 
vendor’s partners, and technical papers 
and reference designs.
Osram, http://ledlight.osram-os.com

Light-pipe system 
combines brightness, 
flexibility

   ↘
The ORCAdapt light-pipe sys-
tem comprises an adapter with a 

built-in LED and a flexible light-pipe 
in a 1- or 2-mm size. The system is 
available in lengths from 2.5 in. to 238 
feet, and it works with single-color, 

bicolor, or tricolor ORCA LEDs. Prices 
range from $2 to $5, depending on the 
LED color and length of the pipe.
Bivar, www.bivar.com

OPTOELECTRONICS AND DISPLAYS
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ming functions with a simple external 
RC circuit. This circuit can also limit 
output current in case of LED-
overtemperature detection. The BD-
8381EFV-M sells for $8 (small OEM 
quantities).
Rohm Semiconductor,
www.rohm.com

10-channel LED driver 
comes in low-profile 
package

↘
The 10-channel SC442 white 
LED driver integrates a 3A 

boost-power switch. It can drive as 
many as 120 LEDs at current as high as 
30 mA/channel and comes in a low-

profile 4×4×0.6-mm, 28-pin MLPQ 
package. Suiting use in LCD monitors 
and LCD TVs, the SC442 operates 
over an input-voltage range of 4.5 to 
21V for use with lithium-ion battery 
packs or regulated 5, 12, or 18V power 
supplies. It can output 42V and is com-
patible with boost or SEPIC topologies. 
Price is $3.20 (3000).
Semtech, www.semtech.com

LED driver targets 
automotive-headlamp-
cluster functions

↘
The BD8381EFV-M high-bright-
ness LED driver for automotive-

forward-illumination applications pro-
vides stable operation over an input 
voltage of 5 to 30V and removes con-
straints on the number of LEDs in series 
connection. The current-mode buck/
boost controller integrates voltage, cur-
rent, and temperature protection. It 
also provides LED open- and short-cir-
cuit protection. 
The device in-
cludes an inter-
nal PWM con-
troller so that 
designers can 
implement dim-
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The nature of gravity-restored waves 
is such that experiments with models 
scale up well, so we could evaluate and 
optimize the system without the expense 
of full-sized construction. Most of our 
work was performed at 1/100 scale. We 
designed and constructed a tank that 
could reproduce an Atlantic storm at 
this scale, with wave-energy absorbers 
to match.

Universities prefer to use ingenuity 
rather than cash, which meant we had 
to be creative in selecting the instru-
ments for the project. Luckily, waves 
are ac—and low-frequency. However, 
we were able to use an audio engineer’s 
tricks to deal with the instrumentation 
signals. The wave action excited the 
wave absorbers—the Salter duck—into 
a rotary oscillation; applying a pure 
damping to the motion extracted power. 
To achieve this damping, we measured 
the angular velocity and multiplied it by 

a damping constant. We then applied 
the product as a torque to counter the 
duck’s movement. Keep in mind that 
electronics engineers understand the 
idea of a narrow wave “flume,” with a 
“wave maker” at one end and a “beach” 
at the other. It is simply the mechanical 
version of a transmission line.

We measured the angular velocity 
with a moving-coil meter—used back-
ward. The body was mounted to the test 
frame so that the needle’s pivot aligned 
with the duck’s center of rotation. We 
used a small extension to glue the nee-
dle to the duck body. Any rotary motion 
of the duck caused the needle to move a 
corresponding amount. The back EMF 
(electromotive force) from the meter 
was therefore proportional to the duck’s 
angular velocity. This technique was 
inexpensive and robust.

For display purposes, we needed a 
signal proportional to the duck’s angu-

lar displacement as well as velocity. 
Our signals had no dc component, so 
we integrated the velocity signal using 
an analog op-amp integrator to get the 
displacement signal. Analog integrators 
have a problem with drift, so we put a 
high-value resistor across the integrator 
capacitor. This approach halted the drift 
at the expense of low frequency response 
but still provided a large dc gain.

During one experiment, I noticed 
that the displacement signal was drifting. 
Instead of averaging 0V, it had a nasty 
dc offset. My first thought was that the 
moving-coil meter had failed, but it 
checked out OK with no offset. I then 
looked at the integrator input. It had a 
small offset—but enough to cause the 
displacement drift. Clearly, the problem 
was occurring between the meter and 
the integrator. Wait a minute, though: 
Wasn’t the interface between those two 
components just a piece of wire?

I placed a voltmeter between the out-
put’s moving-coil meter and the input to 
the integrator. Sure enough, I observed 
a voltage. Perhaps some kind of rogue 
current was causing it. I then removed 
power from the system. With nothing 
to drive it, the voltage was still between 
one end of the wire and the other. I 
disconnected the wire at one end and 
monitored the voltage. It jumped from 
a few millivolts to about 1V—abnormal 
behavior for a piece of wire.

I began to doubt my voltmeter—and 
sanity—wondering whether I had, in 
fact, shut off everything. I then remem-
bered that the middle of the wire had 
a single pin connector. Some moisture 
had seeped into the connector and trans-
formed it into a battery. Its output resis-
tance was high enough that the voltage 
was small when the circuit loaded it. As 
soon as I disconnected one end, how-
ever, it reverted to its open circuit.

We smeared the connector with 
silicon grease to keep out moisture—
which was rather ironic considering we 
were dealing with waves in the Atlantic 
Ocean. Nevertheless, the problem never 
recurred.EDN

David Jeffrey is an engineer at Ma-
rine Applied Research and Exploration 
(Richmond, CA).

DAVID JEFFREY • MARINE APPLIED RESEARCH AND EXPLORATION

The devil and the deep blue sea

I
n the 1970s, I was a research fellow for Edinburgh University, 
working on a “wave-power” project. We were developing a 
system that could potentially extract power from ocean waves 
with high efficiency. This alternative-energy technology was 
well-suited to Scotland, with its long west-facing coastline.
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Ideal for use in:
  12V Lighting Systems (MR-16 Bulb, Under Cabinet  
  Lighting, Garden/Pathway Lighting)
  Architectural, Industrial, and Ambient Lighting
  LED Bulbs
  Indicators and Emergency Lighting
  Street Lighting
  Channel Letters

Part
Number

Input 
Voltage

Output 
Current

PWM
Dimming

Dithering Package

MIC3202 6V to 37V 1A Yes Yes EP SOIC-8L
MIC3202-1 6V to 37V 1A Yes No EP SOIC-8L
MIC3203 4.5V to 42V Controller Yes Yes SOIC-8L
MIC3203-1 4.5V to 42V Controller Yes No SOIC-8L

The rapid growth of LED lighting applications in 
commercial, industrial and automotive markets has led 
to a wide variety of technical challenges for LED Drivers.
Micrel is meeting these challenges with simple 
step-down LED Drivers such as the MIC3202 and MIC3203.

The MIC3202 is a hysteristic step–down LED Driver 
with integrated MOSFET capable of driving up to 
10 HBLEDs with constant currents up to 1A in a 
thermally enhanced exposed pad SOIC-8L package.

The MIC3203 is a hysteristic step–down LED Driver with 
an external MOSFET capable of driving up to 10 HBLEDs 
with power levels up to 40W in a SOIC-8L package.

For more information, contact your local Micrel sales 
representative or visit Micrel at: www.micrel.com/
ad/leddrivers.

 

www.micrel.com
© 2010 Micrel, Inc. All rights reserved. 
Micrel and Innovation Through Technology registered trademark of Micrel, Inc.
Bringing the Power to Light is a trademark of Micrel, Inc.

Bringing the Power to Light™ 
with Simple HBLED Drivers

High Brightness LED Drivers with High-Side Current Sense
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TimerBloxTM

Info & Free Samples12 New Set and Forget Timing Devices

www.linear.com/timerblox

1-800-4-LINEAR

Part Number
LTC®6990
LTC6991
LTC6992-1
LTC6992-2
LTC6992-3
LTC6992-4
LTC6993-1
LTC6993-2
LTC6993-3
LTC6993-4
LTC6994-1
LTC6994-2

Function
VCO

LF Clock

PWM

One-Shot

Delay

Details
Configurable Gain & Voltage Range
Period from 1ms up to 9.5 hours
0% to 100% Pulse Width Control
5% to 95% Pulse Width Control
0% to 95% Pulse Width Control
5% to 100% Pulse Width Control
Rising Edge Trigger
Rising Edge Trigger, Retriggerable
Falling Edge Trigger
Falling Edge Trigger, Retriggerable
Rising or Falling Edge Trigger
Rising & Falling Edge Trigger

Operating Range
488Hz to 2MHz
29μHz to 977Hz
3.8Hz to 1MHz
3.8Hz to 1MHz
3.8Hz to 1MHz
3.8Hz to 1MHz
1μs to 34s
1μs to 34s
1μs to 34s
1μs to 34s
1μs to 34s
1μs to 34s

No Crystal. No Programming.

, LT, LTC, LTM, Linear Technology and the Linear logo are
registered trademarks and TimerBlox is a trademark of Linear
Technology Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of
their respective owners.

Looking for a VCO, PWM generator, one-shot, delay, or other timing circuit? Before grabbing a timer or a microcontroller,
consider one of Linear Technology’s dedicated TimerBlox timing circuits. Using a built-in oscillator, these simple and
accurate devices provide timing functions from μHz to MHz. No elaborate circuitry, memory or programming effort, just
set and forget. It’s about time–your time.
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